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Figure 4. Strong scaling of wavetrisk on the Compute Canada machine niagara for a simulation of the Held and Suarez (1994) general

circulation experiment for a perfectly balanced (non-adaptive) run at a resolution of J = 8 (1/4�) and for a strongly unbalanced (dynamically

adaptive) run at a maximum resolution of J = 9 (1/8�) resolution with trend based error tolerance "= 0.08. Left: speed-up compared with

perfect (linear) scaling. The non-adaptive case has perfect linear scaling for more than 8 cores while the adaptive case has power law scaling

of approximately 0.78. Right: absolute strong scaling performance in milliseconds (ms) (wall-clock time per time step multiplied by the

number of cores, i.e. cpu hours per time step, divided by the average number of active nodes over all vertical levels and all scales). N is

the average number of active nodes over all scales. Note that the absolute times shown in the right figure are slower than equivalent times

reported in Table 2 because we used a RK45ssp (with one additional trend evaluation) and code was compiled with gfortran rather than

ifort for the scaling runs.

Test case adaptivity cores �t cpu / day cpu /�t N ⇥ 104 compression total cost

Rossby wave tendency 160 170 s 203 s 0.40 s 4.85 4.43 0.0508 ms

Baroclinic instability variables 40 240 s 310 s 0.40 s 4.10 5.22 0.0152 ms

Baroclinic instability tendency 40 237 s 411 s 1.13 s 10.2 2.11 0.0173 ms

Held–Suarez (1�) variables 40 287 s 81 s 0.27 s 2.78 1.93 0.0216 ms

Held–Suarez (1/4�) variables 320 66.5 s 375 s 0.29 s 11.4 7.58 0.0456 ms

Table 2. Summary of actual computational performance for each of the test cases considered here. All runs were dones on the Compute

Canada machine niagara and the values shown are averages over the whole simulation. cpu is wall-clock time, N is the average number

of active nodes (over all vertical levels and all scales), total cost is wall-clock time per time step times cores (i.e. cpu hours per time step) per

active node per vertical level. (Note that total cost does not take into account the speed up due to parallelism or adaptivity: it measures cpu

hours per active node.) The Rossby wave run is more expensive because it uses a smaller patch size (4⇥ 4 rather than 8⇥ 8) in order to run

on 160 cores with Jmin = 5. Please see the discussion at the beginning of section 5.1 for an explanation of the trade-offs involved in patch

size versus number of domains.
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